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Elementary magnets coming in double-packs
MPQ/LMU scientists directly observe bound states of elementary
magnets in ferromagnetic quantum crystals predicted more than
80 years ago
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Simulating solid state properties with precisely controlled quantum
systems is an important goal of the Quantum Many-Body Systems
Division at MPQ. Now the team around Professor Immanuel Bloch (Chair
for Experimental Physics at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich
and Director at MPQ) has come again a step closer to it – to be precise, to
the understanding of processes in ferromagnetic solid state crystals in
which elementary excitations, so-called magnons, can emerge. About 80
years ago the German physicist Hans Bethe deduced from a theoretical
model that in one-dimensional ferromagnets two of those elementary
magnetic excitations can form a bound state. Like two tiny bar magnets,
two atoms can stick together and form a new particle that propagates in
the crystal. The MPQ team has now succeeded to observe these most
elementary mobile magnetic domains, the two-magnon states, directly
and to resolve their dynamics with time-resolved measurements (Nature,
AOP 25 September 2013). This study complements conventional
spectroscopy in solid state crystals which yields information on
momentum and frequency of the magnetic excitations. Bound states of
excitations can influence the thermal conductance properties of lowdimensional ferromagnets or the propagation speed of quantum
information in magnetic wires.
The magnetic properties of certain materials have been known for centuries,
and they have been used for a variety of applications almost quite as long.
Today, this behaviour is very well understood at the microscopic level:
magnetism goes back to the angular momentum – the spin – of the electrons in
the outer shell of the atoms that build up a solid state crystal. In ferromagnetic
matter these spins are aligned within the so-called “Weiss” domains.
Similar conditions can be prepared in quantum crystals if the atoms have a
defined spin. To this end a cloud of extremely cold (i.e. extremely slow)
rubidium atoms is loaded into an optical lattice, generated by crosswise
superposition of standing laser waves. The periodically arranged bright patches
of the lattice are the sites on which the atoms are allowed to settle down. The
dark areas act as barriers, the height of which is determined by the intensity of
the laser light. As long as the lattice is comparably shallow, the atoms are able
to “tunnel” through the barrier to their neighbouring site. In the experiment
described here, the scientists restrict their motion to one direction. As a result
the atoms are arranged in ten decoupled one-dimensional “tubes” of more or
less the same length.
In the beginning the laser intensity is rather high, and the quantum crystal
forms a so-called “Mott-insulator”: each lattice site is occupied with exactly one
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atom, fiixed in space. The ato
oms are the
ereby lined
d up like pe
earls on a cchain with all spins
pointing
g in the sam
me direction
n – in other words the chain repre
esents a peerfect ferrom
magnetic
quantum
m magnet. A couple off months ag
go, in a sim
milar experim
mental set-uup, the Bloc
ch group
were ab
ble to chang
ge the spin--direction off one individ
dual atom and
a to trackk the propag
gation of
the resu
ulting spin wave
w
throug
ghout the qu
uantum mag
gnet.
Now the
ey went one
e step furth
her: by preccise address
sing and ap
pplication off microwave
e pulses
they flip
pped the spins of two
o neighbou ring atoms in the cen
ntre of eacch fully mag
gnetized
atomic cchain. The two spin ex
xcitations ccan propaga
ate as individual, free m
magnons along
a
the
quantum
m magnet. But
B due to the
t ferroma
agnetic interraction betw
ween them, they can also
a
stick
together forming an
n elementary mobile m
magnetic domain with about
a
the saame probab
bility.
m
it posssible to botth observe the
t bound sstate directlly and to
Two tecchnical achiievements make
track itss dynamical evolution. On the one
e hand the group
g
has developed a method of imaging
individual atoms on
o their ind
dividual lattiice sites. With
W
a spec
cial kind off a microsc
cope the
scientists can distinguish atoms with a flipped spin
n from the unflipped oones. On th
he other
hand, th
hey can trig
gger precise
ely at which moment th
he particles start to moove. This is done by
lowering
g the lattice
e height, which
w
enhan
nces the magnetic
m
inte
eractions bbetween the
e atoms.
When th
he lattice he
eight is raised again affter a certain time interval, the ma gnetic interraction is
turned o
off again an
nd the spin orientation of the atom
ms is “frozen out”. By ttaking snap
pshots of
the actu
ual spin pa
atterns for a series o
of different evolution times the propagation
n of the
ferroma
agnetic excittations can be measurred with high
h resolution
n in space aand time.
“With th
his method we can un
nambiguoussly separate
e states with bound m
magnons from those
with free excitation
ns,” Dr. Chrristian Groß
ß, project le
eader at the
e experimennt, explains
s. “In the
first casse, the two
o adjacent flipped spin
ns stay tog
gether on their
t
walk aalong the quantum
q
magnet. In the seccond, the fre
ee magnon
ns show antti-bunching in their mootion. This means,
m
if
one spin excitation
n has travelled three la
attice sites to the right the other oone has mo
oved the
same distance in th
he opposite
e direction.
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n

ally don’t ho
old forever – this is as valid in the
e quantum w
world as it is
i in real
Bound sstates usua
life. “Acccording to
o our obse
ervation th
he number of magno
on pairs ddecreases for
f
long
observa
ation times,”” Dr. Takeshi Fukuhara
a points outt. “One possible reasoon for this is
s that the
fragile sspin waves couple to some
s
exten
nt to therma
al excitation
ns. At preseent we are working
on a m
model whicch will des
scribe the decay of bound states both quantitativ
vely and
qualitatiively.”
The ob
bservation of elemen
ntary quan
ntum magn
netic pheno
omena hellps to und
derstand
fundamental magn
netic processes in solid
d state crysttals. But the
e investigatiion of the dynamics
of spin
n waves in
n one-dimensional q
quantum magnets
m
is also releevant for potential

applications. For example, the transport of quantum information along a chain of qubits can
be strongly influenced by the formation of bound two-magnon states. Olivia Meyer-Streng
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